
News

A pair of kestrels nested direct-
ly in front of a skylight at the 
PYTHA headquarters this sum-
mer. It was a moving experience 
to watch their offspring grow up. 
But now they are fledged and 
have left the protection of the 
eyrie. – Just like our new PYTHA 
version 25!

The time is ripeDear PYTHA customers, 
dear friends of PYTHA,

Time flies! To us it feels as if PYTHA’s devel-
opment started only yesterday. But in fact, 
almost 40 years have passed since the first 
beginnings. 
Forty years in which, always driven by the 
ambition to be at the forefront of technical 
innovation and spurred on by the countless 
valuable requests and suggestions of our 
loyal users, we have developed PYTHA into 
the powerful 3D CAD software we all know 
today. Software that lets you plan, visualise 
and eventually even CNC-produce individual 
pieces as well as furniture, rooms, exhibition 
stands and entire houses.
For PYTHA customers, Industry 4.0 has long 
been part of everyday life.

In this newsletter we are pleased to not only present news from the 
PYTHA world, but above all to introduce the long-awaited PYTHA 
version 25. We hope you enjoy reading and have fun trying out the 
new features!

Your PYTHA team

As always, the launch image 
of PYTHA V25 was designed 
by Willy Flassig and completely 
constructed and visualised with 
PYTHA.
A green cornucopia, with the 
Platonic and Archimedean solids 
rolling out of it, symbolises the 
diverse possibilities of the 3D 
CAD system. 
Dürer’s solid, which is well 
known from the launch images 
of V23 and V24, stands for the 
continuity of our development.

The scene contains more than 
250,000 faces!



News What’s new in the PYTHA modeller

PYTHA V25 – The open system

Are you missing a function in the PYTHA modeller that would make your life 
a whole lot easier? Do you repeatedly combine existing commands in the 
same way, having to call them up and run them one after the other in a time- 
consuming manner? Or have you long dreamed of a generator that constructs 
assemblies exactly as they are made in your workshop?
Then you’ll love the new plug-in interface in the PYTHA modeller!
Because thanks to a powerful programming interface, now every user world-
wide can adapt PYTHA to their own needs in almost any way, and even 
develop customised additional components. So now you can create your own 
generator or configurator that meets your operational needs and speeds up 
your daily work.

The PYTHA plug-in interface is based on the easy-to-learn programming 
language Lua. Complete documentation as well as some example plug-ins are 
available free of charge at https://github.com/pytha-3d-cad/pytha-lua-api – this 
will help you quickly familiarise yourself with the programming language. 
PYTHA V25 comes with 12 plug-ins, which can be accessed via the “Generators” 
menu. Here you will find playful examples to help you learn, such as a block 
with additional functions, a simple cabinet, Conway’s maths game “Game 
of Life”, and the fractal geometry “Menger sponge”. But there are also a 
number of complex generators – such as a very extensive kitchen wizard, 
a generator for sheets with holes, one for Penrose parquetry and for various 
types of stair cases – for you to use right away in your own work.

The examples provided are intended to show what you can create yourself 
with the help of the plug-in interface. At the same time, these scripts 

are a good way to understand how the PYTHA plug-ins work, 
because you can view these examples and also experiment 

by modifying them as you wish. 

No time to learn programming yourself? 
Then simply hire a freelancer who is proficient in the 
Lua programming language and get him to create 
the PYTHA app you want. 
Might your PYTHA extension also be useful for other 
users? No problem! A PYTHA plug-in consists of just 
a few text files, so you can easily share it with other 
users.

Congratulations!

On 1 September 2021, Kristina 
will celebrate her three-year an-
niversary at PYTHA Lab. 
Her organisational skills, profes-
sionalism and cheerful nature 
make her an important pillar 
of our team and a popular 
contact person for dealers and 
customers. As of this summer, 
she has also sealed her private 
happiness. 
Kristina got married and is no 
longer called Rakowitz, but 
Neuberger. We are delighted for 
her and wish the young couple 
all the best!

A PYTHA plug-in can create Penrose 
parquetry at the push of a button.

Using the PYTHA plug-ins, it’s now easy to generate simple 
straight staircases, quarter-turn staircases, platform staircases, 
newel staircases and spiral staircases.



NewsPYTHA Kitchen Wizard

Among the new PYTHA plug-ins, 
the Kitchen Wizard is a particular 
mile stone. This powerful generator 
makes planning modular kitchen 
cabinets and wall unit systems a piece 
of cake.
This is made possible by an intelligent 
logic for placing the cabinets, which 
ensures maximum flexibility in plan-
ning. Once inserted, the carcasses 
can be individually adapted to cus-
tomer requirements within minutes. 
In addition to the usual types of 
kitchen cabinets, the Kitchen Wizard 
also supplies appliances, splashbacks, 
kitchen benchtops and blind ends. 
As usual with PYTHA, construction 
details can be added afterwards, 
which means that even complex 
customised kitchens can be realised 
quickly and efficiently. 
Seamless transfer to the PYTHA work-
shop module ensures smooth produc-
tion by CNC machines.

PYTHA plug-ins

The basic body and the steps for this free-standing 
cantilever staircase were created with the help of the 
new PYTHA spiral staircase generator. Superfluous parts 
from the standard staircase were simply removed after 
generation.
If you would like to plan stairs like these regularly, you 
can change the script of the PYTHA plug-in in such a 
way that it generates the desired construction form 
at the push of a button.
You would then only have to adjust the height 
and the radius.

Even customised kitchens with counters are no 
problem for the new kitchen wizard.

The new Pegboard plug-in gener- 
ates sheets with holes of differ-
ent types based on just a few 
dimensions.

Tip: If you enter a negative value 
for “border width”, the holes 
will stick out beyond the bor-
der. This lets you create tileable 
panels.



News PYTHA Viewer

Would you like to give your customers or other tradespeople involved in the 
construction a look at your 3D model? Then simply use the licence-free PYTHA 
Viewer!
This small program is probably already slumbering on your computer; you can 
copy and share it as often as you like. There is no installation necessary. You 
simply run the software on a Windows PC and can then open PYO files.
The easiest way to find the required EXE file is via: “PYTHA Central a Extras 
a Open PYTHA Viewer folder”. Copy the file “PYTHA_Viewer.exe”.
Are you concerned that your competitor – who also uses PYTHA – might be 
tempted to develop your computer model further? Then use the command 
“PYO for Viewer” (“File a Export”) to secure your 3D model!
Files created in this way can only be opened with PYTHA Viewer and can no 
longer be edited (not even by you).
Note: Since materials in PYTHA V25 are stored directly in .pyo, they are auto-
matically available on the customer’s computer as well. What’s more, PYTHA 
Viewer V25 can now also print existing plot sheets.

Tip: You can measure distances and lengths in PYTHA Viewer. 
You can show/hide objects and layers, as well as display part machining and 
position numbers. So this free PYTHA app is perfect for your colleagues in the 
workshop to check the construction.

The same scene calculated by the PYTHA high-end raytracer.

We warmly welcome our new 
PYTHA partner Pierre Stoffberg 
to our fold. Based in Fairland, 
Pierre is setting up PYTHA sales 
and support for South Africa. 
For Pierre, the automation of 
production processes using CNC 
machines has become some-
thing of a passion. With PYTHA, 
he is adding powerful 3D CAD 
software to his portfolio and 
now offers his South African 
customers an end-to-end solu-
tion, from initial design to auto-
mated production.

In addition to the new PYTHA 
dealers we introduce in this 
newsletter, PYTHA is represented 
worldwide by a number of expert 
local partners.
You can find a list of all partners 
on our website at:
www.pytha.com/contact

PYTHA dealers

Pierre Stoffberg: 
PYTHA partner South Africa
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Libraries

The PYTHA Planner is THE tool for your sales department!

Do you mainly work with system elements, e.g. in office, kitchen and exhi-
bition planning? Are you looking for cost-effective and easy-to-use planning 
software for your sales department? Then the PYTHA Planner is exactly the 
right tool for you!
Based on the PYTHA modeller, it’s a lean and easy-to-use planning program 
with the well-known power of PYTHA.

You use the planner to simply define the walls, before adding library elements 
that you have created individually with the PYTHA modeller – giving you a 
scene in just a few clicks. 
Kitchen furniture manufacturers, for example, can model their articles with 
the PYTHA full version. In their retail outlets, the sales team then uses the 
planner and works with the customer to design their dream kitchen.

The planner contains the parts list and the full PYTHA raytracer, meaning the 
created design is visualised in brilliant quality at the push of a button. You can 
implement your customers’ change requests directly and assess their impact.
Once the design is complete, you immediately create the quote in the parts 
list. If the presentation was successful, the data is transferred directly to the 
production department. They open the file in their PYTHA modeller and can 
continue working on it seamlessly.

Since the PYTHA modeller and the PYTHA planner have almost identical user 
interfaces, both can be used throughout a company – with very little training 
required. Experienced PYTHA users can easily introduce newcomers to the 
PYTHA planner.

In the PYTHA 
libraries menu, 
PYOs from different 
folders can be com-
bined into one library. These can 
then be inserted into a scene 
particularly conveniently.
In PYTHA V25 you can now also 
display your standard materials 
as well as all materials used in 
the scene in this menu. 
Also, right-click on one of the 
mini images to show more op-
tions:

• “Drag & Drop on face” also 
recognises sloping faces and 
positions the library parts on 
them appropriately.

• “Project data” shows the 
project dimensions and other 
information.

• The command “Really delete 
file” removes the library item 
not only from the libraries 
menu, but also from your 
hard disk.

You already know the 
buttons and functions of 
the PYTHA planner from 
the PYTHA modeller. 

The integrated PYTHA raytracer has been configured to give you a brilliant result at the push of a 
button. There is no need for costly training to become a visualisation professional!
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Light sources

Choosing the right light sources 
and how they are placed in the 
scene is crucial to the realism 
of any visualisation. For this 
reason, we have fundamentally 
revised the light sources in the 
PYTHA modeller and, above all, 
the way they are handled.

• Now every 3D part and every 
face can be converted into 
a light source in the PYTHA 
modeller.

• In PYTHA V25, point lights 
and spotlight sources be-
have like parts. That means: 
They can be edited with part 
tools, they are visible in parts 
lists and can be grouped and 
moved together with other 
parts, and they have names.

• Right-clicking on a light source 
now opens a context menu 
with useful commands. For 
example, you can switch the 
light source on /off here or 
“Move”/ “Copy” it, etc. 

 “Edit” opens a dialog for ed-
iting the light source proper-
ties.

• The brightness of light sources 
is now also given in Lumen in 
the PYTHA modeller.

• You can select a color tem-
perature.

• A preview of the HDR light 
source can now be activated 
for the perspective of the 
construction area. (“View a 
Preview Render”)

• You can activate the new 
light calculation in the “Param-
eters” dialog of the “Render-
ing” menu. To do this, place a 
check mark next to “Indirect 
Light”.  

Today, it is impossible to imagine a design presentation without visualisations. 
At an early planning stage, your customer can already get a very detailed 
impression of what you hope to realise for them later.
PYTHA has provided two different ways to create visualisations for many years. 
On the one hand, you can calculate images of your scene directly in the 
PYTHA modeller. This way is always a good choice when you need a nice 
image without any effort.
If you would like to explore the topic of visualisation a little further, you can 
use PYTHA RadioLab, which allows you to create not only photorealistic 
images, but also animations and real-time visualisations.

For PYTHA V25 we have set ourselves the goal of delivering a brilliant  
visualisation directly in the PYTHA modeller at the push of a button. Our new 
raytracer reproduces the real world in a physically correct way without com-
promise. Thanks to this radically physical approach, you only have to define 
realistic light sources and assign materials. PYTHA takes care of the rest at the 
push of a button!

New PYTHA raytracer

The new raytracer generates photorealistic images directly in the PYTHA modeller at the push 
of a button.

Thanks to the HDR light source and Shadow Catcher, even exhibition stands can easily be 
presented realistically.
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Attributes

Materials now also carry parts 
list attributes
In PYTHA V25 you can now also 
link parts list attributes to a 
material. 
As soon as you assign the ma-
terial to a part, these attributes 
are also automatically trans-
ferred.
If the part already has one of the 
attributes, this will be dominant. 
The corresponding attribute 
from the material is ignored.

The link between material and 
parts list attribute is created in 
the new material editor. 
In the upper right corner of the 
dialog you will find the “Attri-
butes” button.
Particularly interesting are the 
freely definable “User attri-
butes”, which open up a wide 
range of possibilities.

New PYTHA material

Materials are an important part attribute in PYTHA. For example, during 
visualisation they make simple blocks appear realistically like wooden boards, 
stainless steel sheets or glass panes. Materials influence how objects are 
represented in technical drawings. They are a valuable piece of information in 
parts lists and can be used for visual checks, for example of the direction of 
the wood grain.
In order to reflect just how important they are, we have taken a close look at 
materials in PYTHA V25. The result? New functions, a revised material editor 
and a new approach to managing material files. Handling materials is now 
more efficient than ever before.

Do you often use the same settings for your materials? Then simply press the new button “Make 
default”. From now on, every new material will use the current values.

Material editor

The PYTHA material editor has had a makeover and been freed from outdated 
limitations. For example, it is now possible to assign material names of almost 
any length.
The preview image = the familiar material ball is now calculated with the help 
of the new PYTHA raytracer and offers a reliable preview of what to expect.
The area for defining the material color is new. Note the “Code” field here, 
which normally displays the HEX code of the current color. Besides the pos-
sibility to enter other HEX codes, you can also use RAL numbers directly here. 
Enter e.g. “RAL 5012” for light blue (without inverted commas).

Material assignment

In PYTHA V25 there are three ways to link materials to parts:
• Use the “Assign” button in the “Materials” menu as usual.
• Right-click on a part a “Attributes dialog” a “Material” button
• The libraries menu (= fish hook button) now also 
 shows materials. 
 The material files that you have 
 assigned to the quick selection 
 keys in the “Materials” menu 
 are available. 
 Furthermore, the function 
 “Active Mat.” shows all 
 materials that you have 
 already used in the current scene.

This toy car was com-
pletely constructed 
with PYTHA’s free-

form faces and 
visualised with the 

new PYTHA 
raytracer.
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Good to know

Materials management

In PYTHA V25, too, materials are stored in material files that you can organise 
according to your own needs. But unlike previous versions of PYTHA, materials 
assigned to a part become a permanent item of the scene. They are auto-
matically saved in the PYTHA project file (.pyo), also making them available on 
other computers.
The file format of PYTHA materials has also changed. They are now stored in 
the open, text-based data format XML.
This means that you can also open and edit material files outside of PYTHA in 
a text editor. So it is even possible to create new material files without using 
PYTHA at all. 
This is especially useful if you want to connect PYTHA to a database.

When a material has to be selected, the PYTHA modeller opens the material 
catalog. This dialog, which has also been completely revised (see below), 
displays all of the entries in a material file in an alphabetically ordered grid.
Thanks to the powerful search function, you can find the material you need 
in a flash, even in large collections. The previous order of definition no longer 
plays a role in how they are sorted.

Depending on which function you use to open the material catalog, double- 
clicking on a material ball either launches the material editor or assigns the 
material to a part.

Note: Right-click to see further options (e.g. delete, copy, cleanup). The “New 
from Textures...” function is particularly interesting here. This command 
transforms a selection of textures into materials fully automatically. Since this 
process uses the settings of the standard material, you can use the “Make 
default” button (in the editor) to determine the properties of new materials 
being created.

New file extension
As of version 25, PYTHA material 
files are given the file extension 
.pymat (formerly .mat).
Old material files can be opened 
without any problems in version 
25. As soon as these are saved 
with the new program version, 
they will be converted to the 
new data format and can no 
longer be used in old PYTHA 
versions.

Texture grain direction
Many textures, such as woods, 
have an orientation = their grain 
direction.
By default, the horizontal image 
axis in PYTHA is aligned parallel 
to the longest part edge.
This orientation can be changed 
with three reference points or 
(since version 24) using the com-
mand “Grain direction” in the 
“Workshop” menu.

Tip: Rotate all your texture im-
age files so that the grains run 
horizontally.

The PYTHA V25 installation includes a brand new PYTHA material file. It consists of over 150 new 
materials optimised for the PYTHA raytracer.

With the new PYTHA material catalog, you can also switch conveniently between material files.
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PYTHA dealers

Distribution in Bulgaria
Also new to the PYTHA team 
are Yordan Hristov and his 
colleague Borislav Kostov, who 
have taken over PYTHA sales 
and support in Bulgaria.

Both have years of experience 
in the sale of woodworking 
machinery and computer-aided 
furniture manufacturing. They 
know the needs of the industry 
and are an asset to our team.

Textures in materials

As explained earlier, V25 automatically saves materials from the scene to the 
project file (.pyo). However, materials can also contain textures, i.e. image files. 
Depending on the size of a project and the images used, textures can take 
up a considerable amount of memory. In order to keep the file sizes of PYOs 
moderate in the future, textures will still not be integrated, but remain exter-
nally linked. 
However, there is now a useful command, “Gather textures”, which you will 
find as a check box in the “Save PYTHA Project” dialog.
Activating this function makes PYTHA copy all used textures to the project file 
when saving the project. This allows the 3D scene to be transferred to another 
computer without any loss of data.

As soon as the “X-Ray” function is active, you can see through objects in the 
shaded display mode. (We’re still working on X-ray glasses for the real world. ☺ )

X-Ray vision

Have you ever wished you had X-ray vision? In PYTHA V25, you now get just 
this by checking one box; simply select the “X-Ray” function in the “View” 
drop-down menu.

The interaction of the new PYTHA Kitchen Wizard, new PYTHA materials and new PYTHA 
raytracer makes visualisations like this possible in no time!

PYTHA’s new X-ray mode

Distribution in Italy
We are pleased to welcome 
DDX Software Solutions to the 
PYTHA family.
DDX is based in Bergamo, Italy. 
The company is located not far 
from Milan, the centre of Italian 
furniture manufacturing.
DDX has been successfully mar-
keting its in-house CAM system 
since 2001 and is well versed in 
the needs of the industry.

Yordan Hristov and Borislav Kostov have 
taken over PYTHA sales and support in 
Bulgaria.

The managing directors of DDX Soft-
ware Solutions: Francesco Dentella, 
Battista Siboldi and Dario Finazzi
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V25V24

Gizmo with rotation

The move gizmo has long been a part of PYTHA and facilitates the interactive 
movement of elements. From PYTHA V25 onwards, the gizmo has an additional 
circle for interactively rotating parts.
Tip: Press the shift key when rotating to switch on a grid.

User Interface

Improved representation in the PYTHA modeller

In shaded representations generated by the PYTHA modeller, white colored 
parts have so far been drawn quite dark and with a bluish tint. By popular 
demand, the coloring has been removed and a lighter shade chosen.

A screenshot shows the difference between PYTHA V24 and V25:

Construction representation in PYTHA modeller V25 with 
new materials and transparencies.

Gizmo
with circle 
for rotation

Not bright 
enough for you? No problem! 

In the “View a Graphics colors a 
Ambient Brightness” drop-down menu, you can 

adjust the brightness of the display to your own preferences.

Freely definable shortkeys
Do you like to use shortkeys to 
achieve an efficient workflow? 
Then PYTHA V25 has a great 
innovation in store for you!
You can now assign each func-
tion its own keyboard command 
(shortkey) in the PYTHA mod-
eller. 
To do this, simply right-click on 
the desired function key. In the 
context menu that opens, select: 
“Assign shortkey”.
Alternatively, you will find the 
command “Keyboard Shortkeys” 
in the “Environment” menu.
Here you can manage shortkeys 
using a list.

PYTHA “Find” menu
Has it ever happened to you: 
You know that a certain com-
mand exists in PYTHA, but you 
just can’t find it?
For precisely these cases we 
have introduced the new “Find” 
drop-down menu. Here you 
simply enter your keyword in 
one of the search functions and 
PYTHA searches all menus or 
commands for it.
For example, if you can’t find 
the command “Grain direction”, 
which was explained earlier in 
the newsletter, enter the search 
word “Grain” (without inverted 
commas) under “Find a Func-
tion in menu”. 
The vertical menu shows the 
first hit in the plot menu. This 
is not the command we are 
looking for. We therefore select 
the function “Search next...” in 
the “Find” menu. Again the 
plot menu is called up as there 
are two buttons with the word 
“Grain”. Once again, we use 
“Search next...” and now arrive 
at the command we are looking 
for in the workshop.
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Decisive details

Print part overview

In the PYTHA workshop 
you will find the button 
“Plot 1by1”. 
This command creates a 
separate plot sheet for 
each selected part. A view 
of the part including all 
CNC machining is shown 
there. 
Optionally, the view is di-
mensioned and can be 
labelled with all PYTHA 
parts list and project 
header attributes.
The hole pattern list is 
particularly interesting for 
owners of NC machines. 
This assigns a number to 
each bore hole and shows 
its coordinates, diameter 
and direction.

Label printing

The PYTHA team attaches particular importance to continuously enhancing 
existing functions. With this in mind, label printing will have a fresh new look 
in the future. 
While labelling components has long been indispensable in large enterprises 
with their own machinery, small and medium-sized companies are now also 
discovering the enormous advantages offered by the automation of work pro-
cesses. 

Improved 2D revolve
The handling of the “2D revolve” 
part tool has been further re-
fined.
With the help of a slider you can 
now freely choose the degree 
of unfolding. You can pause 
this process and pick the point 
where you want to continue the 
unfolding at an unfolding edge 
or directly on the 3D part.

Manage sheets
In PYTHA V25’s plot menu, 
you will find the new button 
“Manage sheets”. This opens 
a dialog that shows all existing 
plot sheets as a list.
Here you can change the order 
of the sheets and rename them.

New zoom dialog
We have introduced a new 
dialog to make the tool “Zoom 
a interactive” much more user- 
friendly. 
The zoom centre can now be 
selected in the centre of the 
part or in the centre of the base. 
Alternatively, pick the rest point 
as usual.

In PYTHA, labels can now be filled 
with any amount of information 
about the workpiece. A completely 
free layout offers flexibility to adapt labels individ-
ually to your operational requirements. A QR or bar-
code, a component view as well as project details, 
customer data or a company logo can be added 
effortlessly. 
When working with nesting or hand cutting, an 
automatically generated overview sheet ensures 
order. And the interaction of parts lists and labels 
even helps with packaging and assembly.
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Decisive details

New profile function in the curve menu

Have you already used PYTHA’s sensational rib function in your work?! Since 
version 24, this has been available in the curve menu and allows associative 
linking of 3D parts and 2D cross sections with any curve. As soon as you 
change the curve, the cross sections and parts follow the new shape and 
change their form as if by magic.

As of PYTHA V25, this functionality is also available with the profile func-
tion of the curve menu. Each profile part created from a curve is associatively 
linked to it. This means that every change to the curve automatically causes 
the corresponding change to the profile. This connection remains intact even 
when the project is saved. Making changes to your design later on is now 
child’s play!

Curving board

Admittedly, not all profiles are created via the curve menu. Maybe they even 
come from different software. – Not a problem for PYTHA V25!
Each panel-shaped part can also be linked to a curve later on. Once you have 
done this, every change to the curve will also affect the 3D part. To benefit 
from this wizardry, you will need to use the “Curving board” command in the 
curve menu.

In line with production requirements, all curves are generated as circular arcs, 
which you can of course change by entering exact radii.
Consider also that since PYTHA version 24 it has even been possible to move 
the points of a curve just as easily and exactly as the points of the 3D geometry. 
Now nothing stands in the way of true-to-size processing of curved panels!

Labelling Auxiliary lines
Has it ever happened to you: 
Your Auxiliary lines become so 
complex that you no longer un-
derstand them? Now you can 
label the intersection points of 
Auxiliary lines with text. 
Use either the new “Text at 
point” button in the vertical 
menu or the function of the 
same name in the context menu 
(= right-click on Auxiliary line in-
tersection point).

Interactive fillet
The “Fillet” command in the 
“Auxiliary lines” menu calcu-
lates circles that run through 
picked points or are tangent to 
selected edges.
As soon as three elements have 
been picked, PYTHA performs 
the calculation. Until now, you 
had to use an arrow key to 
search through all the circle 
suggestions until the one you 
wanted appeared.
In PYTHA V25, all fillet options 
are immediately displayed simul-
taneously.
The required circle is now sim-
ply selected as usual in PYTHA 
(multiple selection possible).
In this example, the three Aux-
iliary line circles (lightly shaded) 
are to be filleted. All the orange 
circles are solutions proposed by 
PYTHA.

Since this profile was created using 
PYTHA V25’s curve menu ...

Initial situation: 
A panel-shaped 3D part 
with a hole in the mid-
dle.

After curving, circular arcs 
were added in the curve 
menu. The radii were en-
tered as numerical values.

The curves can even self-inter-
sect. Even then, PYTHA will 
generate valid 3D parts.

... its shape can also be changed later on based 
on the curve.

interactive
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PYTHA Workshop a Halving joint

In the “3D functions” menu in the PYTHA workshop, you will find the 
new command “Halving joint”. At the push of a button, this creates 
the corner or longitudinal joint common in frame construction. The 
function can also process oblique intersections (see right). It is possible 
to define a tolerance for depth and width.

PYTHA Workshop a Miter

This command creates a miter joint between two butt-jointed parts. 
Conversely, a miter joint can be converted to a blunt corner joint. Now you can 
switch between 
the corner con-
nection options 
at the push of a 
button.

PYTHA Workshop a Sandwich

The “Sandwich” function, which you will also find in the PYTHA 
workshop, transforms panels into frame constructions. This consists 
of two cover panels, the frame and freely definable struts.

Face tools a Clean up
When constructing faces – es-
pecially with curves – self-inter-
sections can occur under certain 
circumstances (see below left, 
loop inwards). A face like this 
is invalid. It will not be shaded 
correctly and cannot be edited 
further. 
The new “Clean up” function 
automatically creates a new 
face without the error (see be-
low right).

Arc analysis
The arc analysis function, which 
you know from the “Faces” 
menu, is now also available as 
a command in the curve menu.

Tip: With the “Curving board” command you can also improve the segmentation of profiles 
afterwards.

The “Sandwich” command is perfect for constructing timber stud walls. 
You draw the desired wall panel. 
PYTHA generates interior and top panels based on your specifications.

With the “Sandwich” 
function you can create frame 

constructions for platforms, terraces, etc. 
in no time at all. These can even have cut-outs.

Even complex 
3D geometry is a 
piece of cake for 
the “Sandwich” 

command.
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PYTHA workshop

Force Prog 1
If parts have boreholes or CNC 
machining on two sides, an 
automatic mechanism decides 
which side is machined first. 
In PYTHA V25 you can use the 
“Force Prog 1” button (work-
shop menu) to deactivate this 
automatic mechanism and 
manually define which side of 
the panel is transferred to the 
CNC first.
This is useful, for example, to 
determine when a miter cut is 
made.

New CAM interfaces
The list of CAM systems sup-
ported by PYTHA is constantly 
growing. The following inter-
faces were new in PYTHA V24: 
DDX EasyWood (.ewx), PYTHA-
XML-CAM, Marunaka CSV, An-
derson XML.
As of PYTHA V25, it is now also 
possible to establish a direct 
connection to F4integrate (.f4g) 
and CAMID.

More footprints
Whenever two parts touch in 
PYTHA, they leave a footprint. 
Connectors such as dowels, 
screws, etc. can be placed in this 
automatically or manually. 
So far, this functionality has 
only taken into account type 1 
contacts (see graphic). 
Now connectors are also placed 
correctly in two other applications 
= graphic: type 2 and type 3.

Representation of parts laid flat

In PYTHA, “lay flat” describes a process in which the production-relevant data 
of a 3D part is extracted and mapped in the XY plane as a 2D drawing.

Several commands of the PYTHA workshop – such 
as “Nesting”, “Plot 1by1”, etc. – also use this 
functionality. 
In PYTHA V25 you can conveniently define the 
appearance of parts laid flat in a dialog.
(“Workshop a > Settings a Workshop graphics”)

PYTHA bore holes with 3D fitting parts

In furniture construction, as soon as two parts touch it is necessary to 
connect them. Mostly dowels, screws, hinges or connectors are used. The 
PYTHA borehole algorithm analyses all selected assemblies and automatically 
generates the borehole patterns you need for a machining. 
This is done accord-
ing to your individual 
rules. 
In addition to the 2D 
boreholes, this func- 
tion can now also 
correctly arrange the 
matching 3D parts of   
a fitting. 
This allows better 
visual control, espe-
cially with complicat-
ed constructions, and 
the number of fittings 
required can be out-
put in a parts list.

Also note the interesting potential applications due to the “if/then” rules of 
the PYTHA boreholes! For example, a function can load a drawer runner 
including boreholes and decide according to the logic the necessary runner 
length based on the carcass depth. In this example, the parts list then shows 
how many elements of which type are required.
Note: When you install V25, PYTHA already supplies a small library of 3D 
fittings, to which you can add your own.

type 1

type 2

type 3
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Switching views
When designing your 3D model, 
you constantly switch back and 
forth between plain views and 
the axonometry. You can now 
choose whether this change is 
done promptly or by a smooth 
camera movement.
To do this, use the “Smooth 
change” function in the “Set-
tings” dialog (“Environment” 
drop-down menu). The speed 
of the camera movement is 
freely selectable. The effect is 
similar to the “Smooth zoom” 
function. 
Furthermore, in V25 you can 
switch from a plane view (e.g. 
top view) to axonometry by 
moving the mouse while you 
press the right mouse button.

Face tools menu a Divide
You are no doubt familiar with 
the “Divide” face tool, which 
lets you cut up faces. Have you 
noticed that this function was 
extended for PYTHA V24?!
Whereas previously you could 
only ever divide a face from edge 
to edge, it is now possible to 
describe any division path on 
the face. Here, you can activate 
an angular grid to help you.

New face type: Silhouette

The new command “Silhouette” (Face menu) creates a new face based on a 
set of parts, which represents their shadow (= outline or silhouette) on the 
XY plane. In the new part, all face overlaps in the plane are automatically 
removed and touching faces are connected. The function is particularly helpful 
for cleaning up imported data or for correcting faulty geometry in 3D texts.

Imported wall surfaces, for example, can be cleaned up.

• The “e” has a self-intersection.
• The letters “T”, “x” and “t” consist of individual parts in the original.

Tip: The cleanup always compares only faces of one part. It can therefore be 
useful to first combine several individual parts into one total part using the 
“Unite” tool (Part tools 2 menu).

Evaluations

From now on, the new “Project overview” dialog, which you will find in the 
“Info” drop-down menu, will help you to analyse the opened PYTHA scene. 
The number of all elements 
is clearly displayed.

In the drop-down menu “Help a 
System Information”, you will also 
find a new dialog that displays tech-
nical information about your PC.
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Tip: Use “Text on point” with variables

The “Text on point” command is particularly suitable for labelling parts. This 
special 2D text can be used in all plain views, as well as in axonometry and 
perspective. When creating the text, you create a fixed connection between 
the text and a part point. From now on, moving the part will cause the text 
to follow automatically. 
The “Insert...” button, which you find in this function’s text input dialog, is 
particularly interesting here. This lets you create dynamic texts that react to 
changes in the scene. 

Select the list entry “Name” here, for example. 
The variable “$Attr(3)” now 
appears in the text input 
field. 
As soon as you close 
the dialog, the text 
field automatically 
takes over the name 
of the linked part. 
This connection is 
dynamic. That means: 
As soon as you change 
the part name, the 
label ling also changes  
automatically.
Consider the oppor-
tunities that arise when 
combined with libraries!

Parallel edges

The “Parallels” command in the “Edges” menu has been extended. Now you 
can use a dialog to define in great detail how the segmentation of roundings 
is to be calculated.
Parallel number 2 (graphic below) shows the result of the command so far. 
In this case, the segments that form the rounding are exactly parallel to the 
segments of the original. Here, the system does not align the end points B & D 
with their originals (= blue axes in the graphic). 
In some cases, however, this is exactly what is desired. And so it is now possible 
to deactivate the “Segment parallel” option. Chain of edges 1 shows the result. 
The end points of the rounding, A & C, lie exactly on the blue axes. However, 
the segments of the rounding are now no longer exactly parallel to the original.

The chains of edges 3 and 4 show another new feature of adding a fillet or 
chamfer to points of the original face.

Good to know:
The PYTHA modeller correctly 
displays Auxiliary lines and curves 
in all views – including in axo-
nometry and perspective.
Editing is therefore also easy in 
the 3D views. This offers excit-
ing possibilities, especially with 
curves.

Import / Export
PYTHA V25 has the new import 
interface “Kujiale json file”.
Also, it is now possible to export 
the materials used in a project. 
Here, there is the feature to col-
lect linked textures.

Local coordinate system
Free, complicated constructions 
in 3D space are quick and easy 
with the local coordinate system. 
In the “Environment” drop-
down menu, you will now find 
the new commands “Face as 
local coo-system” and “Axo as 
local coo-system”, which simplify 
the set-up.

Optionally, the corner of the original 
turns into a chamfer or fillet.

 The variable 
may also be com-

bined with static text. 
In this example, the blue text 

is dynamic and set via the variable of 
the part name. The black text is static and 
does not change.

4: „Segment parallel“ activated, corner shape „Chamfer“

3: „Segment parallel“ activated, corner shape „Round“

2: „Segment parallel“ activated, corner shape „Kink“

1: „Segment parallel“ deactivated, corner shape „Kink“

Original face

A

D

B

C
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Smart equalize

Since PYTHA V24, Part tools 2 menu has contained the very useful command 
“Smart equalize” – still undiscovered by many. We briefly introduce the 
command here in order to give it the recognition it deserves.
In everyday design work, it is often necessary to adapt the size of objects to 
that of others. A typical application is shown in the graphic below: In the first 
design, the three carcasses of the wardrobe unit were created in different 
sizes. Now, however, the layout is to be changed so that all three cupboards 
are the same width. The niche width must remain the same. 
“Smart equalize” was created precisely for this task. 

After activating the function, select all three carcasses including their interior. 
PYTHA then asks you for the interval to be adjusted. Here you pick the total 
width of the three cupboard carcasses in turn. a Confirm with the middle 
mouse button. a Now you are asked to set division points. At these points, 
PYTHA either adds or removes material to achieve the desired width.
Note: Several division points can be set per interval. For example, one to the 
left and one to the right of a handle so that it remains in the centre without 
changing its size. a Confirm with the middle mouse button.

Part tools 2 menu a Melt a Faces

The command for face melting in Tool menu 2 now allows the input of a limit 
angle. This means that even faces that are not exactly planar can be connected 
automatically. This can be very helpful, especially after importing 3D models 
from other programs. 

Save dimension settings
Not easy to discover but very 
useful is the possibility to save 
all settings of the “Dimension 
attributes” dialog. This way you 
can easily transfer the appear-
ance of your dimensioning to 
another computer.

Rounded rectangle
From PYTHA V24 onwards you 
will find the command “Rectan-
gle rounded” in both the edge 
and the faces menu. 
After entering the rectangle size, 
the roundings are defined in a 
dialog. These can be inverted if 
necessary.

Edge menu a Arc
The edge menu contains a new 
command to directly create quar-
ter circles as chains of edges. This 
is done either interactively or by 
entering values.

Deselect
During element selection, you 
can drag a frame from left to 
right to select all completely 
contained parts. If the frame is 
dragged up from right to left, it 
also selects those parts that are 
only partly covered.
For some time now, it has also 
been possible to deselect parts 
using the same logic. To do this, 
simply hold down the CTRL key 
while dragging the frame.

Rounded rectangle

With inverted roundings
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The images shown here are visu-
alisations from PYTHA.
Photos of the finished Sprinter 
conversion can be found on the 
Vanside homepage: 

www.vanside.de

Camper conversion We are always amazed by the incredible projects our customers realise with 
PYTHA. In future, we therefore want to present PYTHA users in our newsletter 
who don’t shy away from extraordinary projects.

In this issue we would like to present the company Vanside from Lorch in 
Swabia. Wood mechanic Lukas Maier is the founder and owner of Vanside 
and produces high-quality camper modules and individual camper conversions 
together with his father and a friendly team.
While the furniture is produced in Lukas’ father’s state-of-the-art workshop, 
he plans and visualises the fittings on the computer using PYTHA.

Lukas 
(Manager / Carpenter)

Baste 
(Electrician)

Ulf 
(Design)

Bernd 
(Construction / Carpenter)

Nils 
(Carpenter)

Loris 
(Bodywork / All-rounder)
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Nowadays, a vehicle interior can 
easily be scanned with a 3D 
scanner. This creates enormously 
accurate 3D models, which you 
can transfer to PYTHA via the 
STL interface, for example, and 
process further.

The exact cutting 
edge between the 
piece of furniture 
and the original 
scan can be de-
termined with the 
command “Boolean 
a Difference” and
transferred to the CNC.
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Such models are usually too 
detailed for the design phase. 
The “Simplify mesh” command 
in Part tools 2 menu will help.

Alternatively, the “Lines” com-
mand in the same menu creates 
a useful construction to facili-
tate clear planning.

From Scan to CAM

The company Vanside is an example of an interesting niche of PYTHA users 
specialising in vehicle conversions. Besides planning caravans, PYTHA is also 
used to create furniture for stage show trucks and broadcast vans.

PYTHA can even produce sectional drawings of a fully equipped vehicle. You 
can visualise these in a way that is great for advertising or include dimensions 
and labels.
Especially for projects where space is limited, the virtual cut is invaluable!
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Image selection

Generated texture variant 3

Texture pattern generator

Texture pattern generator

Right-click in the texture catalog 
to start the new texture pattern 
generator.
This assembles your image selection 
into a new, tiling texture. Here you 
define how the individual images 
are combined with each other.
The generator is particularly suit-
able for tiles and parquet floors.

Snapshot list

As soon as you save an image  
in RadioLab V25, an entry is 
automatically created in the 
new Snapshot list. 
In addition to the storage loca-
tion and file name, all other 
software settings are also stored 
here, provided they are relevant 
for displaying the image. This 
ensures that you can calculate 
and save exactly the same im-
age again at a later date.
If the scene has changed due 
to new customer requests, you 
only have to activate the auto-
matic mechanism of the Snap-
shot list to bring all of the proj-
ect’s image files up to date.

RadioShow can ray trace 
RadioShow can now be used to 
ray trace visualisations! 
To do this, prepare the project 
in RadioLab as usual. In the new 
Snapshot list, activate the func-
tion “Calculate in RadioShow” 
and save the scene.
As soon as this is opened in 
RadioShow, a new dialog ap-
pears which allows you to start 
the calculation process. 
RadioShow takes all render set-
tings from the activated Snap-
shot list.
Since RadioShow can be started 
on any Windows PC without a 
licence and without installation, 
in future any of your computers 
will be able to calculate ray-
traced images.

Re-expose renderings
The Snapshot list can now also 
save your visualisations in the 
originally calculated dynamic 
range. 
These images can be loaded 
back into RadioLab at any time 
and re-exposed.

What’s new in PYTHA RadioLab
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Generated texture variant 2
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Random texture offset U,V

In the vertical menu under the 
heading “My RadioLab”, you 
can now create your own indi-
vidual dialog. 
In an easy-to-use editor, the 
available commands are listed 
and can be combined into new 
dialogs according to your pref-
erences. 
For example, it is possible to 
bundle functions that process 
the radiosity network with 
functions from the light source 
dialog.
There are also numerous com-
mands available here that were 
not yet available in RadioLab. 
For example, all light sources in 
the scene can be switched on 
at the push of a button without 
calculating shadows.

Particularly noteworthy in this 
context is the new “Filter” dia-
log. 
Here you can list all matching 
commands by entering a key-
word and execute them directly.

Also new is the possibility to 
modify the RadioLab context 
menu (right-click in the scene 
window) according to your own 
needs.
An easy-to-use editor is also 
available for this purpose.

Power user

Random texture shifting

Repetitions in textures very quickly make a rendering look unrealistic. 
Especially when objects are close together, recurring details stand out imme-
diately. 
Until now, if you wanted to prevent this, you had to painstakingly move the 
textures area by area in order to create the greatest possible variance. Now a 
command does this automatically for you!

A typical example: All of the ceiling beams have been given the same wood 
texture. The repetitive knots make the image look unnatural. 

The new command “Random translate U,V” automatically shifts the texture 
on all selected faces by a different value. The function can be executed several 
times in succession, leading to a new result each time.
Optionally, the shift is also possible only along the V direction. Randomly rotat-
ing the texture by 90° at a time is now also possible at the push of a button.
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On the move

The PYTHA RadioLab visualisa-
tion module lets you bring your 
3D scene to life. You can easily 
create camera movements and 
animations, which you can 
then present “live” or save 
in a film file. 
A film can be calculat-
ed either in real-time  
mode or with the high- 
end raytracer.

PYTHA app
You can also present Radio-
Lab scenes live on your iPhone 
or iPad. For this purpose, the 
“PYTHA Pano” app is available 
as a free download in the Apple 
App Store.
You can explore your 3D scene 
by pointing your finger or alter-
natively use the gyroscope con-
trol, which turns your iOS device 
into a window into the virtual 
world.

No matter how imaginative your design, only a convincing presentation to the 
customer will secure you the contract. With PYTHA you have a tool that can 
turn any presentation into an experience.
This starts with photorealistic stills that you already calculate in the PYTHA 
modeller. Your customers will be blown away by how realistically you can rep-
resent 3D models. As soon as you want to place more emphasis on the topic 
of visualisation, the PYTHA module RadioLab is the ideal supplement for you.

PYTHA high-end ray tracing – Available in the PYTHA modeller and PYTHA RadioLab

One of 17 manual hatching modes, expandable as desired (PYTHA RadioLab)

For comparison: The real photograph of the reception area

Visualisations with PYTHA
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See in 3D

With Oculus Quest 2, the com-
pany Oculus (Facebook) offers a 
new virtual reality (VR) headset 
that boasts high resolution and 
a low price.
PYTHA users use this headset to 
present panoramic images live 
to customers. You don’t need 
any wires or a PC.
If the Quest 2 is connected to 
a PC via a USB-C cable or fast 
WiFi, it is even possible to walk 
through RadioLab scenes and 
play animations in real time.

In addition to VR headsets, 
PYTHA RadioLab also supports 
the conventional technologies 
for stereoscopic vision. 
For example, 3D televisions or 
3D projectors can also be used 
to present scenes in real time.

Augmented reality (AR)

Would you like to present pieces of furniture you have designed with PYTHA 
to your customers in the real environment? Then simply use augmented reality 
(AR)! Here, the camera of your smartphone or tablet films the surroundings 
and shows them on the display as normal. Software on your mobile device 
adds your individual 3D model to the camera image in real time. The screen 
merges seemingly seamlessly with the real environment, enriching it with 
virtual objects that appear in their original size.

Panoramic images are a great way to offer your customers an interactive 
presentation. A virtual camera is fixed in space and can be rotated in all 
directions. Panoramic images are calculated in the PYTHA modeller or in 
RadioLab. To view, use the PYTHA iOS app, RadioShow or one of the many 
apps for Android and PC.

Oculus Quest 2 from Facebook

RadioLab lighting design with false color display and isolux line calculation

In this graphic, the 3D model of 
the couch is projected into the real 
room. This works particularly well 
with newer iOS devices that have a 
lidar sensor.
We recommend using the “AR 
VIEWER” app (www.arviewer.app). 
This loads OBJ files that you export 
from either the PYTHA modeller or 
RadioLab.
In RadioLab, a toggle can be used 
to write OBJ files that are optimised 
for the “AR VIEWER”.
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Visit us:

Are you starting your own busi-
ness?
Then the PYTHA Start-Up Booster 
is just the thing for you!
We’ll make it easier for you to 
start your own business with:

• Free support and service
• Free basic training
• Free subscription for 4 months
• 20% discount on the pur-

chase / instalment purchase of 
the software

You can take advantage of 
this offer if you are currently in 
the process of setting up your 
own business, but also up to 6 
months after getting started.
The PYTHA team will be happy 
to advise you on the Start-Up 
Booster!

START-UP Booster
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YouTube channel
The PYTHA headquarters has set up a new YouTube channel called “PYTHA 
3D-CAD”, where we will inform you in the future about everything to do with 
PYTHA. In addition to information about new features, here you can expect 
regular updates with new tips and tricks for the software.

Function help
Right-clicking on an icon in the user inter-
face or a button in the vertical menu calls up 
the context menu of the picked command. 
Here you can open a brief description of 
the function using the command “Show 
function help”.
We have now expanded this help consider-
ably, adding new explanations and graphics, 
meaning even advanced users are sure to 
find one or two useful tips.

PYTHA documentation
The PYTHA 3D CAD system provides a huge range of functions, making it 
able to fully cover the complete workflow from planning to presentation and 
production.
The more PYTHA commands you master and the more tricks you know, the 
more effectively you can use the software in your daily work and the better 
equipped you are for any task. 
Don’t be afraid! We won’t abandon you when it comes to learning the 
functions! In addition to PYTHA training courses and our PYTHA hotline, we 
provide you with a wide range of documentation to help you get started in 
the world of PYTHA. You can find all manuals as PDFs, both in the “Manuals” 
drop-down menu in the "PYTHA Central" and under “Help” in the PYTHA 
modeller.
Here you can also open 
the PDF “PYTHA V25, 
New Features”. 
The functions described 
here are explained in 
detail using examples.

Also in the drop-
down menus “Help” 
and “Manuals”, you 
will find a new ver-
sion of “Willy’s Train-
ing Manual”.
This documentation 
is a playful way for 
beginners and ad-
vanced users alike 
to get to grips with 
PYTHA.


